Dear parents,

Spellings

We hope you enjoyed the snow last week! The children worked incredibly hard despite the
distraction.
It has been great to see so many of you at parents’ evening. It was lovely for us to be able to
talk about the progress your child has been making and we hope you are very proud of them.

Thank you for helping your child to learn their spellings.

Have a great weekend,
James, Rachel and Sarah

Spellings for test on 12.03.18
gnaw, gnome, knock, know, knowledge, knee, knife,
knit, knot

English
This week we have continued to look at poetry and have written a few poems of our own.
We started writing a poem based on the Iron Man and then moved on to writing Kennings
and Haikus. The children have really enjoyed writing these and embraced the challenge!

Maths

Lumio
There are lots of tasks on Lumio linked to last week’s maths
(rounding) as well as shape. We have set a few that we would love the
children to complete to consolidate what they have been learning at
school. However, there are many more activities on Lumio linked to
both rounding and shape so please do have a look if there is
something your child is finding particularly difficult.

This week our focus has been on shape. We discussed the properties of 2D shapes and
examined different regular and irregular polygons (2D shapes with 3+ straight sides). We
then recapped the different types of angles before moving on to looking at 3D shapes.

Reminder—homework and Reading Records

Homework
This week’s homework focuses on speaking and listening. We would like the children to
learn a poem and be ready to perform it on Friday 16th March. Please see homework
books for more information.

Thank you for your support with homework and Reading Records. This
is just a polite reminder that Reading Records (with a task completed)
and homework should both be handed in on a Wednesday.
The children should complete one task each week (Thurs-Weds) and
spend approximately 20 minutes on this.

